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1. DISCLAIMER.
,

, .

2 'Inis is an unof ficial transcript or a meeting

3 of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission neld on

4 August 2, 1983 in the Commission's offices at 1717 H

5 Street, N. W., Wasnington, D. C. The meeting was open to

6 public attendance and cbservation. Tnis transcript has not

been reviewed, corrected or edited and it may contain-

8 iaaccuracies.

9 Tne transcript is intended solely for general

10 informational purposes. As provided oy 10 CFR 9.103, it is

11 not part of the formal or informal record of decision of

12 ene matters discussed. Expressions of opinion in tnis

13 transcript do not necessarily reflect final determinations

14 or beliefs. No pleading or other paper may be filed witn

15 the Commission in any proceeding as the result of or

16 adoressed to any statement or argument contained herein,

17 except as the Commission may authorize.
,
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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Good afternoon, lacies and

3 gentlemen.
,

4 he are meeting today with tne staff to discuss

5 _the Duane Arnola integrated scheduled for plant

6 modifications. This schedule, which'was requested oy the

; licensee, plots out a five-year plan for implementation of

8 a variety of NRC and licensee requirements pertaining to

9 the plant. The schedule has ceco incorporated into the

10 Duane Arnold license as a license condition.

11 Our purpose in meeting is to allow the staff

12 to discuss tne schedule, what it means and where the staff

13 i'ntends to go from here. I would be particularly

14 interested in hearing about how other utilties have

*

15 reacted to the Duane Arnola plan.

16 I understand also that there are

17 representatives of Iowa Electric and Light Power Company

18 present today, and it may be desirable after we have heard

19 from the staff to have them make any comments that they

20 woula like.

21 Do other Commissioners have opening remarks?

22 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINR: .N o .

g3 COMMISSIONED ROBERTS: No.

hg CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All rignt. Then I will

23 turn the meeting over to I guess Mr. Eisenhut.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 MR. EISENHUT: Thank you.

2 Tocay we are going to try to summarize the

3 basic elements of the Duane Arnold integrated schedule, as

4 you said.

5 You will recall tnat the 1983 PPG, policy and

6 planning guidance, laid out a framework to work from to

7 try to develop a plant specific enforceable schedule for
,

8 each plant. It was in the overall framework of trying to

9 get away from wnere in the past we used tc establish a

10 senedule that woulu apply to all plants. This.is one

11 element'of where we are trying to look at a plant anc all

12 tne requirements for that plant in some unified sense.

13 Bob Purple with the staff Will be giving

1; basically the presentation. Ken Eccleston was the Duane

15 Arnold Project Manager at the time. He is now the Pilgrim

16 Project Manager.

,17 I will turn it over to Bob Purple.

18 MR. PURPLE: Thank you, Darrell.

19 Put on the outline slide, please.
|

| 20 (Slide).

- 21 I will talk a little bit acout the background
!

22 and then I will talk toward the end about the benefits and
|

! 3 follow-up actions and ask Ken Eccleston if ne wouldn't
|
|

25 talk on items 2 througn 6 whicn is the real meat of what

23 we woulo do anc wnat is contained in tnis integrated plan.
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1 If you woula put up the next viewgraph wnica

2 is 1-A, which is a separate sheet of paper we handed out

3 just betore the meeting.

4 (Slide.)

5 Simply to repeat what Darrell said, 1-A is

6 from the 1963 Policy and Planning Guidance, which in

7 effect'was the caarter under which the staff was operating

8 in attempting to cevelop the ening we did develop with

9 Iowa Electric on tne Duane Arnola facility.

10 I believe tilat tne 1983 PPG guicance stemmed

11 from the concerns that Mr. Eisenhut already mentioned as

-

well, as you recall, a senior management study tnat was12

13 concucted a couple ot years ago on tne impact of all or

14 tne post-TMI licensing requirements on the industry and

15 wnat tney meant and so forth.

16 One of the suggestions out of that was that we

17 should cnange our way of doing business such tnat we don't

18 mandate single dates tnat are industry-wide for new

19 requirements, but tnat we take into account individual

20 utility needs anc indivicual utility schedules anc other

21 work.

| 22 Put on slide No. 2, please, which is a little

n cit more on the background.

2; (Slide.)

23 One of the elements that we went into as we
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1 approached tne cuane Arnold-proposal to us was to ensure

2 that we included all significant work items tnat were

3 facing that reactor, whether they were items that bac

4 already be'en on the books and issued by the NRC either by

5 the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, by orders, by

6 rules, the Office of Inspection and Enforcement or from

- whatever source to take account of all of tne major items,

8 but more importantly to maxe sure that we took account of

9 items tnat the utility itself hac in its planning agenda

10 for things that it felt _it wanted to ao to its plant such

11 that we would taxe their needs and resource commitments

12 into account as we worked out an integrated schedule.

13 That was the broad inventory of items from

14 wnicn we worked to develop then wnat became tne license

15 amendment.

16 The effort started on May the 28th with a

17 letter that we got from Iowa Electric after they nad cone

18 considerable work in ceveloping a management planning tool
!

19 for planning tneir work out over the next few years.

20 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Excuse me. This was

21 totally at their initiation?

I
!

22 MR. PURPLE: Yes.

t3 MR. EISENHUT: In fact I snould say there are a

2 number of utilities that called us and asked to meet along

25 tnis idaa. There are sort of mixed emotions in tne

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 I STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004
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, I industry.

2 On the one hand, to rigorously lay out the
|

3 schedule of the NRC type items, they have to sort of bare i

4 their soul and bring out what they call plant betterment

5 or a number of issues that they nave before them which

6 integrate together.

7 .They normally on some plants not only are not

8 willing, but they really don't like the idea or sort of

I9 airing tnat list publicly because it has implications

10 safety-wise anc it has implications in what schedules tney

11 are laying out and how they are going to finance the

12 project, the work they are going to do and outages.

13 In our reply to Iowa Electric we in fact

14 commenced-tnem tor coming forth and saying that tnis is |

15 tney think a better way to manage the safety aspects of

16 all of the requirements that are on their menu. We

17 probably nave something on the order of over a dozen other
i

18 utilities that have now talked to us along the lines of

19 tnis proposal, or variations of this proposal.
|

. 20 MR. PURPLE: I will talk to that more in

i 21 detall.

22 MR. EISENHUT: Okay.

23 MR. PURPLE: During the period of May through
I

i 3; November we were in discussions with Iowa Electric in

23 ' attempting to meet tne objectives of both parties. On the
|

|
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1 one hand, we botn wanted, and I guess the licensee.in

2 particular wanted a ma::imum- amount of flexibilty ouilt

3 into this integrateo plan. On the other nand, tne staff

4 was constrained with the need to ce sure that whatever

5 vehicle implemented tne plan had a degree of

6 enforceability associated with it.

'

7 In Keeping with the viewgraph I put up a few

8 minutes ago from the PPG wnich nad a sentence toward the

9 end that said once the compliance dates have been

to established, the Commission will vigorously enforce

11 license conditions asgociated with such schedules.

12 The end result of that was an agreement on the

13 part of Duane Arnold to convert what nad oeen their May

i 14 letter simply requesting approval of the plan into an
I
'

15 actual license condition'in which the act of issuing the

16 license amendment was tne staff aproving the plan.

17 The ensuing period from November till May was

18 tnen in large measure taken up with negotiating the actual

39 schedule of events, that is the schedule of the items that
t

20 sould be incluced in the plan and determining which items

21 to be included in the plan and working out the legal
,

1

| 22 details of the enforceacility of the plan, what is
!

n enforceable and wnat is not and wnat constitutes a

2g non-compliance with somethina and wnat doesn't.

23 ne finally resolvec all of those at least to

| TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 our mutual satisfaction and issued Amendment No. 91 on May

2 the 3rd which approved tne plan.
~

3 Some of the elements that I just mentioneo of

4 enforceability, of what constitutes compliance and so

5 forth, Mr. Eccleston will describe as he tells you what is

6 ana what is not in the plan.

; With that, unless enere are some general

8 questions, I woula lixe to turn the presentation over to

9 Ken eccleston to run through tne details of the actual

10 plan itself as emcodied in the license.

11 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I just have one

12 general question, and I don't wnether it is more
,

13 appropriate now or after we hear the details of this

14 approach, but at some point I wonder if you could tala a

(
_ 15 little bit about how you would anticipate this kind of'

16 approach meshing with the integrated safety assessment

17 progress.

18 MR. PURPLE: We will a little later on.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can we also discuss how

20 you are going to adaress new requirements and the extent

21 to which they will be imposed and, if so, now it will be

22 imposed and how the decision will be reached.

33 MR. PURPLS: All right.

28 Ken.

3 MR. ECC LsSTON : Thank you, Boo.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004
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1 (Slide.)

2 The scneaules which were first submitted with

3 Iowa Electric's May 26th, 1982 submittal were based on a

4 computerized scneduling technique utilizing critical path

5 methocology.

6 Schedules were established for completion of

7 all work items at the Duane Arnold facility, including NRC

8 items anc utility desired items. The plan addressed all

9 such items which would result in plant modifications of

to either a harunare, procedural or staffing nature.

11 rhe work items were further broken down into

12 two schedules,. A and B. Schedule A work items are those

13 work items imposed by rule or order, and Schedule B items

y are those of a plant specific or generic nature,

- 15 regulatory issues, items perceived by Iowa Electric as

16 perspective NRC requirements and Iowa Electric initiated

17 system upgrades for availability or safety improvement.

18 The next slide, please.

19 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Ken, before you leave

20 tnat last one, maybe if I coula just a couple of questions

21 on that.

22 How did you decice on the priorities, both

23 witnin schedules and cetween schedules? For example, might

21 it be possible that you would want a Schedule B item done

23 betore you woula want some of the Scnedule A items done,

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - $UITE 1004
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1 now did you set the priorities of whicn things get done

2 first?

3 MR. ECC LESTON : It was strictly a judgment

4 call. Usually tnougn Schedule A items would take a higher

5 priority chan a Schedule B item. Schedule A items are

6 items imposed by rule or order. They.usually have attacned

7 to them a higher degree of priority tnan do Senecule B

8 items, but it is a judgment call.

9 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: So it was 'ased on anc

10 attempt to ensure that those items that would give you the

11 greatest risk reduction or the greatest improvement would

12 get cone fairly early as opposed to the later ones.

13 MR. ECCLESTON: Yes, but it is a qualitative

n judgment, not quantitative.

15 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I noticed blso you

16 say items perceived by the licensee as perspective NRC

17 requirements. Are they in essence proceeding on those

18 kinds or items in essence at their own risk going ahead

19 before requirements have been set on those Schedule B

20 items or is it that we anticipate we may get requirements

21 in a certain area and tneretore we are planning for those

22 shoula they occur?

23 MR. ECCLESTON: The best example I can give at

21 was then perspective NRC requirements were the

25 SECY-82-1118 items wnere they knew tnere was something

TAYLOE ASSCK:lATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004

WASHlHGTON, D.C. 20006
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1 coming down the road. Items hadn't been formally approved

2 cy the Commission yet, but they knew pretty well what was

3 9oing to come out although not down to the dotted "1" and

4 crossed "t".

5 MR. PURPLE: I think the principle reason for

6 inclucing those a negotiation li<e that was to be sure

7 that was to be surb that we are all cognizant of them as
i

8 they are looking at their available resources looking at

9 over the next couple of years. They are interested in

10 having us recognize that don't forget you have got "X"

11 coming along and "X" is going to use up some of your

12 resources. So we have got to set aside a block.

13 I don't think there was any intent that they

14 necessarily commit by putting it on the chart to a tixed

i
15 date or to begin work on anything tnat hadn't been issued.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But, nevertheless, to

17 follow up further on Jim's question, will these people

18 accept this at tnelr own ris< if they get ahead of any

decisions on these issues? I don't know how else one could19

|
'

20 procecd.

21 MR. EISEhh0T: hell, I think certainly so. This

22 is an area that we nave nad a lot of debate and discussion

n3 with tne inuustry on cecause quite often the utilities

eg will say very sincerely that they are proceeding on an

23 issue because eney are pretty sure tnis is going to be an

I

( TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 NRC requirement and they may very well go beyond what the

2 ultimate requirement is. 82-111 was an example where a

3 number of people did that, and they clearly are proceeding

4 at their own risk.

5 Somenow though we nave to try tuen to go back

6 and look at what they did and trade off the fact that they

7 proceeded, that they went forth and made a good faith
i

8 effort to implement *the item, and you have to weigh that,

9 even if that is a little bit different than wnat We

10 ultimately require. You have to give them the benefit I
, ,

11 think.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I would expect judgment to

13 be used in that case.

14 MR. EISENHUT: That is right.

\
15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Also, I expect that those

16 items that are uncertain woula probacly be schedulec later

i; in the five-year period.

18 MR. EISENHU1: That is correct.
,

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I had one other question.

20 You used the word " complete." Now is this schedule

21 complete in the sense that all outstanding licensing

22 actions are includec?

23 MR. PURPLE: Not all.

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is wny I asked the

25 question, because you use the word " complete" a namter of

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W, - $UITE 1004-
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1 times, and I got the sense that it is complete.

2 MR. PURPLE: We had to decide what raises

3 itself to the level of warranting showing up on a bar

4 graph and committing to a date. There is a continuum of

5 exchange oetween our agency and the licensees that are

6 requesting information and responding to a 50.54(f)

- letter, which there may be a large num er of those, which

8 by themselves may not rise to the level of being shown on

9 a chart like this and did not in the case of Duane Arnold.

10 One celineation we took to try to get a grips

11 on that, anc that is the reason for the second bullet up

12 there, is tne key to that is that we said we are only
%

13 going to deal with things that are plant modifications. We

14 are not going to deal with request analysis or request

15 information. If it leads to a plant modification, then it

16 should go into this concept.

17 Tnen we hac to talk about what do you mean by

18 plant modification. For a while we were on a different .

gg wavelength. We were thinking at one point that maybe plant

20 maaification was only that wnich actually meant nardware,

gg Well, we ultimately reached an understanding that no, a

22 plant modification coulu be any one ot those three bullets

z3 tnat show up there, either hardware or change in

2; procedures or change in staffing, people that is.

y; So it is limited to that to begin with in

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 plant modifications. So there is quite a spectrum of stuff

2 that doesn't make its way into here that we woulo call

3 requirements because a licensee is required to respona,-

4 for example, to a 50.54(f) letter, but didn't in itself

5 represent a plant modoification, so it didn't make this

6 schedule.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Thank you,
t

8 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: To what extent did

9 tnis approach permit not integrating schedules, but also

10 integrating requirements? I guess what I have in mind is

11 by looking at a package of requirements together, was it

12 possible for the licensee to say if we do item "X" at this

13 point in time that we ought not to have to do something

it else, or we ought not to have to do it until much later?

(
15 At least under this approach within the'

16 confines of tnis particular case, was that possible or is

1; tnat something chat perhaps might ce possible in a

18 oroacer, more expanded version of this?

gg MR. EISENHUT: Well, I think it really gets to

20 your previous question on the integrated satety assessment

21 program. That really is where we are coming down in

22 concept or in lieu of SEP next pnase and NREP, which mayce

23 I will just go anead and address now.

2; NREP, recall it was a proposal to require all

25 plants to do a procabilistic risk assessment, and then, on

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I the.other hand, there was a proposal'to have continue SEP

2 Phase 3. We briefed you on the preliminary results of SEP

3 Phase 2, how it was going, and we clearly think tnere were

i some safety findings.

5 You will recall the Owners Group's view was it

6 was costing some money, but it was still small compared to

7 tnis overall laundry list. Tomorrow are going to the CRGR
!

8 with a preposed package in concept which is to take'all of

9 the present existing requirements on the plant ano sort of

to rethink those requirements in an integrated sense in the

11 framework of a PRA. The result of that is that in the

12 interim while you are doing it you will defer some items.

13 The end result may be that you completely throw away some

1; items as not being really cost effective or risk effective

-- 15 on a plant. One of the end products is better

16 understanding tne plant, the operators understand it and

17 tne risk perspective is better in the plant.

la But another piece you have got is a living

19 schedule. So it goes through tnis process, and that is

20 .really is tne concept of where we are in ene integrated

21 safety assessment. Our proposal is not really a long

22 launary list of items like the SEP Phase 2 was.

23 It is really principally take the items that

2 are now on tne books for a given plant, taxe a few of the

25 lessons from tne SEP, a few or the lessons from PRA, the

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES.
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1 most significant ones, and.you put them all together and

2 you come up with what really makes sense from a safety

-
standpoint and you develop an integrated schedule.3

4 That is really the proposal that we are

5 working through as a concept witn the industry and we nave

6 actually had a number of plants alreacy offer to be the

; lead plants in that program because it potentially nas'a

8 big payoff, because rather tnan go through a list like you

9 See nere anc implement item 1, item 2 and item 3 on a

10 schecule, what you do is you try figure which ones will

11 interact with one another, you give some interim relief
.

12 wnile you re-evaluate.

13 It is clear in my mind at least that, and I

14 think everyone's mind, that some items will in tact
i

15 automatically come out with such a low priority that you

16 will not go ahead and pursue them.

17 The worst enat happens is that you ta<e

18 everytning that is today on the books, laying it out in a

19 more logical framework with the appropriate schedules

20 comiaensurate with riss, which is in tact also cost

21 beneficial to everyone, but that program is being laic'

22 out. It is little more than a conceptual phase and we

a expect sometime perhaps witnin the next .nonth to be up to

2: tne Commission with it.

25 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That is really the
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1 nextostep beyond'this.
.

2 MR. EISENHUT: That is correct. This really is

3 taking what is there_and not really doing a technical

4 evaluation per say in a ma]or way, but how can-you fit it

5 together anc integrate _it as a living document.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Darrell, you used the*

- expression that you took the best of PRA anc SEP, and I
i

8 wasn't quite sure wnat you meant. Did you mean tnat the

9 PRA was usea or is being used in setting priorities?

10 MR. EISENhUT: Well, it is not really in this

11 process here at all. It would be in the conceptual

12 integratec. safety assessment program which we talked to

13 you about. You would take sort of the lessons learned from

n past PRAs.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADIt;O: But it wasn't used here?

16 MR. EISENSUT: It is not used here at all. It

g was really accressing where we are going in a general

18 concept.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay.

20 MR. ECCL 6STON: May I have the next slide,
,

21 please.

22 I would like to next talk about tne provisions

23 of the' plan wnica was contained in the Novemoer 12tn, 1982'

gg application and which, as a result of extensive

23 discussions between ene licensee and tne staff, was

i
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1 mocified substantially from what was originally submitted.

2 Basically the plan provides that if the

3 licensee whats to change its Schedule B date, he does not

4 require NRC approval. This is really no different from the

5 way we do business with any other licensee for any

6 modif-ication not presently imposed by rule, order or

7 license condition.
i

8 % hat is different in the case of Schedule B

9 dates for Amendment No. 91 for Iowa Electric is that the

10 licensee is required to advise us at least 30 days prior

11 to a completion date passing that or if he is going to

12 miss tnat date.

13 Right now we don't have any particular

14 requirementa tnat licensees tell us ahead of time if they

15 are going to not meet a commitment date that they have

16 made to us.

17 In addition, tne licensee is required to

18 provide semi-annual status and progress reports. If the

19 licensee changes the plan or wants to change the plan, he,

20 must suomit a license amendment request and the staff

21 would then have to act upon that request.

22 For the case of Schedule A completion dates,

n wnicn are items imposed by rule, order or license

2s condition, there would be on change from the way we do

3 business today, namely, an exemption, an order date
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1 extension or a license amendment would be required to

2 change any of the dates imposed by rule, orcer or license

3 condition.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: With regard to Schedule B

5 items suppose they want to re]uggle and some are done

6 ahead of time. Would they have to notify you that they

7 planned to do them aheaa of time? Supposed they changed

8 things to come earlier not to miss the date.

9 MR. ECCLESTON: We woulc be interested in when

It they were going to exceed a date that they had told us. If

11 tney come in early, fine. That is no problem.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: As long as tney meet the

13 Schedule A dates.

14 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I take in on the

15 Schedule B cnanges where they are extending, it is sort of

16 implicit in tne 30-day period that if we don't object or

17 the staff doesn't raise any concern about that, that there

18 is sort of an implicit approval at tne end of tne 30-day

19 period.

20 MR. ECCL 6STON: Yes. Once we receive that

21 notification, if we think the licensee is dragging its

22 feet or not being responsive, we have the opportunity to

3 ciscuss it and obtain further information about the

21 reasons for the delay. I can ' t see that as being a

25 particular proolem. They have not sought any extensions of
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I time yet.
,

2 MR. PURPLE: Excuse me, while you are still on

3 this one, and I am just-looking ahead here, but this might

4 ee a good time to answer the question about how the new

5 requirements get put in and what does the plan provide for

6 that.- -

7 There is a section in tne plan. It has

8 paragraphs cealing 'with two kinds of NRC originated

9 changes, and they would be the Senedule A changes and the

10 Senedule B cnanges. 'It recognizes in the plan that such

11 new requirements may occur in tne future.

12 It then recognizes that the NRC agrees that it

13 will tage into account the impact of such new things on

14 the licensee's ability to complete effectively the items
,

(
15 that they have already agreed to beforehand, and tnat same

16 kind of philosophy applies to whether they are Schedule B

17 items. There may oe new regulatory issues that may result

18 in plant modifications, and for those we may ask for a

19 commitment date from the licensee.

20 Again, the plan provides for, and this is tne

et plan we approvec, a reasonable opportunity to propose

22 overall changes in tne total integrated schedule to most

z) effectively accommodate such issues. So it woulo be a

et matter of again a judgment call and, depending on the

25 relative priority of the new requirement, whether it goes
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1 at the tailend of everything or whether it displaces
_

2 something, or alternatively whether the licensee can

3 handle it within existing resources and not have to

4 displace anytning.

5 The provision is there and acknowledged. So

6 the 1-icensee has understooc such things may arise. We have

7 agreed in adopting the plan that we would take into

8 account tne fact that this may stretch resources to where

9 other items previously approved may have to be moved and

to it would be a subject of negotiation.

-11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If the new item has to

12 be inserted somewnere into the schedule, that I presume

13 would require a license amendment to bring about if it is

14 a Schedule A item.
i

'

15 MR. PURPLE: If it is a Schedule A item, yes.'

16 MR. TRUBATCH: Excuse me, but the license says

17 tnat tne dates specified in Senedule A shall ce changed

18 only in accordance witn applicable NRC procedures. I also

19 read further in one of tnese other papers that that does

20 not necessarily mean by license amendment, but by existing

21 proceoures in the rule or exemption. That is cifferent

22 from what the Chairman suggested, that we woulc need a

n license amencment to enange a Schedule A date.

2: ChAIRNAN PALLADINO: Well, I was asking it

3 oecause he had incicated earlier that tnat was the route
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1 by which Schedule A dates were to change.

2 MR. TRUBATCH: There are apparently otner

3 methods of changing Schedule A dates which would lead me

4 to ask whether a Schedule A date is in fact really a

5 license condition?

6 - MR. CHRISTENBURY: Clearly, as you indicate,

7 the underpinning requirement would have to be changed,

8 wnether that would be tnrough an exemption or wnether it

9 would be a modification of the order which required it.

10 That would certainly be true.

11 MR. TRUBATCH: Then I would ask whether a

12 Schedule A date is really a license condition since it

13 could ce changed without a license amendment?

14 MR. CHRISTEN 8URY: I am not certain that it
i
'

15 could be changed without a Schedule A date. Clearly

16 Scnedule B items could be.

17 MR. TRUBATCH: Then what does it mean that a

18 Schedule A cate can be changed by applicable NRC

19 procedures? Is it only license amendment or also by

20 exemption?
i

21 MR. CHRISTENBURY: Well, you would clearly have

22 to change the underpinning. That would certainly nave to

| 3 be done. But if otner NRC procedures were required as

| 25 well, tney woulc nave to be used also.
|

| 25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But if you have a Schedule
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1 A date in the license, I, presume the only way to change it

2 is by license amendment.

3 MR. CHRISTENBURY: That would be correct.

4 MR. EISENHUT: Let's see, are we passing in the

5 night on terminology? If you issued an order amending the

6 license, it is an order, but in effect it also amends the

7 license.
,

8 MR. CHR'ISTENBURY: If that were the case, then

9 tnat would have botn effects.

10 MR. EISENHUT: So typically the way we make

11 cnanges are by a tecn spec cnange request from the utility

12 and we change license conditions rather routinely by

13 order, which in effect is an order whicn also amends the

p license.

15 MR. CHRISTEN 80RY: That would certainly cover

16 it. I think that was one of the reasons for the generality

17 of language because there are a variety of procedures,

18 depending on the circumstances, that may be appropriate

19 for any given case.

20 CHAIRMAd PALLADINO: Is it possible that you

21 may postpone the requirements when you look at tne

22 relative priority beyond the perica for scheduling?t

[

l g3 MR. EISENHUT: Conceivably. It is not really

2; postpone. We have called them on every new requirement we

! y; have issued now for about a year. Generically we come to
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1 the Commission for approval and everyone said develop a

2 plant specific senedule on the plant.

3 We took the view that if it is approved by the

4 agency as the law of tne land, tnen it is the law of the

5 land and that applies to everyone. But the thing that you

6 do is you go forth and develop a plant specific schedule.

7 So you may defer it and lay it out on a schedule because

8 of some priority, but eventually it still has to get done

9 if it becomes the law of the land.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, what I was thinking
,

11 of if this is going to'be an effective management took,

12 one can only have it work if you don't have to keep

13 crowding more and more things into the period, or

14 otherwise there is a potential breakdown. I was just

15 trying to explore the extent to which consideration would

16 be given to tnese new items by asking the question.

17 MR. EISENHUT: On a given plant I think this

is will force the process to really look at that. Recall the

19 way we are doing it now is when we come up with a Salem

20 pacxage we went out and said develop plant specific

21 schecules anc makes those schedules enforceable. So tnat

22 tells you they are important, they are basically A items

~3 and go work out a schedule.

24 In fact, what we have been doing as an agency

3 every time we do that is we are telling the industry that
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1 this is important enough to be sort of at the very front

2 end. This is a process where I suspect we are going to

3 learn quite a bit as we go through this, and I suspect as

4 we do other plants we are, too. We really don't nave that

5 process in the agency yet for doing what you are

6 suggesting.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I understand you

8 have to have a plant specific date, but tnis takes away a

9 little bit of what was given early, and I was just trying

to to explore whether. included in your consideration woulc be

11 if it is a low priority item or lower than the items that -

12 are in the schedule, whether one would consider perhaps

13 seneduling tnat item later? Now I am not saying you

14 should, and I don't even xnow what circumstances woula

15 motivate you to go in that direction.

16 MR. EISENHUT: In fact, based on the

g7 discussions and, as Bob mentioned, going back to the staff

18 study in looking at the utility a couple of years ago, I-

don't see really how a utility can adequately manage all39

20 of tnese pieces witnout having something like this.

21 When I met with perhaps 15 of them, they

22 agreed. It has gotten a little out of control oecause in

23 1979 and 1960 we were giving them requirements so tast

21 tnat tney clearly could not keep up with the requirements

25 coming out.So it got a little bit in disarray.
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1 This really is to bring it back into order.

2 Actually-this plant has one of the smaller lists of

3 requirements to work with in A and B.

4 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Darrell, have you

5 started to integrate the Salem generic requirements into

6 the plan yet?

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The what, Jim?

8 COMMISS'IONER ASSELSTINE: The Salem generic

9 requirements, have you started to buila those in yet or

10 not?

11 MR. EISBNh0T: It wasn't on this schedule. The

amendment went out here,in May, anc recall that letter12

13 asked for a reply sometime coming up in the near future.

14 MR. PURPL8: It has not started yet.

!
15 MR. TRUBATCH: Mr. Chairman, may I pursue'

16 something for one second with Mr. Cnristenbury.

17 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Sure.

18 MR. TRUBATCh: If a Schedule A changes a

19 license amendment, what kind of hearing rights do we have

20 involved there?

21 MR. ChRISTENBURY: If a license amendment is

22 required under the circumstances, then you would have your

n normal procecures.

'
2g MR. TRUBATCh: So it woula have to be a no

y; significant hazards consiceration?
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l' MR. CHRISTENBURY: You would treat it as a

2 regular amendment.

3 MR. TRUBATCH: But we do envision that the

: licensee will come in and want to readjust the schedule if

5 there are new requirements or if new things come up.

6 MR. CHRIST 8NBURY: The dates on Schedule A

7 would be generated either by Commission regulations, by

8 existing orders or whatev'er. If those changed, then the

9 underpinning would be changed. Then the date change would

10 have to be by way of an amendment or, as Darrell

- . 11 indicated, if they were done by order, it could be done by

12 order. .

13 MR. TRUBATCH: Let's say a rule calls for a

y date for qualification of environmental equipment and the

L
13 utility commits to an earlier date within the deadline set

16 by the rule because that is when it would fit into his

17 integrated program. Something happens and ne wants to now

18 readjust all tne dates to fit something else in which.has ,

suddenly gotten a higher priority but is still within the
19

20 'deaaline set by the rule. That would then require some

kind of license amendment and raise the question of what21

22 kind cf' nearing would have to be offered to readjust those

23 dates.

I
28 i MR. ChRISTENBURY: Yes.

i

2a COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Does that follow?

I
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1 MR. TRUBATCH: Well, see, it the licensee has

2 committed himself to a date as a license amenament

3 separate from tne rules requirements, I think it follows.

4 MR. CHRISTENBURY: I am not sure. Bob, ao we

5 have that, the dates required by regulation or by order?

MR. PURPLE: Whatever dates are now in the6 -

7 Schedule A items are those that are consistent with what

'8 existed. All the ones that existed for Schedule A, I

9 believe so, yes. There were no intemediate or early dates

10 on those items.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But if you do change a

12 date by an order are tnere hearing rights involved there,

13 or what are the hearings rights involved there?

14 MR. CHRISTENBURY: I guess it would depend'on

f'
15 the circumstances. There could be hearing rights

.

16 asssociated with an orcer as well, but it would depend on

17 the circumstances as to $hether such hearing rights came

18 after-the fact or whether it was immediately effective. It

19 would depend on the circumstances as to what hearing

20 rignts were associated with such an order.

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Would this involve a no

22 significant hazards finding or consideration?

z) MR. CHRISTENBURY: On an amendment it would

gg involve a no significant hazaras consideration.

25 MR. EISENHUT: It would involve a
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1 determination.

2 MR. CHRISTENBURY: That is correct.

3 MR. EISENHUT: In this case I would probably

4 argue that using the example that if the Commission said

5 that environmental qualification by rule has to be done by

6 1965 and tney want to do it by 1984, which is in the

amendment, that it would require an amendment ~ to change-

8 1984 to 1985. But if it is still within the framework of

9 the regulation, I would argue that that is certainly is a
'

lo no significant hazards and it is in the overall framework.

11 But we still have to go through that

12 administrative framework where we function to make changes,

13 to licenses. I mean it is something we have to live with

14 every day and struggle witn every day because it is a very
I

k
15 complicated procedure to go through that process.

16 MR. TRUBATCH: Are there any dates which are

17 beyond dates' fixed by rule or order?

18 MR. EISENh0T: By definition no, unless there

19 also would have have been encompassed with this an

20 exemption to that regulation or rule. So in tnis case no.

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. Are you ready

22 to go on.

n MR. EISENHUT: Let me point out, there is one

2; item on here, the hyurogen recombiner where there is a
.

3 note that by letter Iowa Electric requested an exemption.
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1 So those we would go through to give relief past a rule or

2 regulation whenever we make a formal exemption

3 determination.
!

4 MR. ECCLESTON: The next slide, please.

5 (Slide.)

Now I would like to talk a bit about the6 -

s

7 provisions of the license condition associated with

8 Amendment No. 91 to the Duane Arnola license.

9 Basically the license condition requires the

10 licensee to follow its plan for the integrated seneduling

11 of plant modifications for the Duane Arnold Energy Center.

/ 12 The plan includes provision.for enanging

13 Senecule B dates. It provides guidance for how to

14 reschedule items. In other words, if it is necessary to

(
_ 15 reschedule an item, the plan provides guidance such as

16 rescheduling a B item before an A item or where a new

17 item is involved to reschedule items such that nothing is

18 changed.

19 The license condition also provices that

20 failure to update the schedules in accordance with the

21 terms of the plan consitutes a violation and tnat changes

22 to Schedule B do not require a license amendment.

23 Changes to Schedule B dates not requiring a

et license amencment is nothing unique to Duane Arnold. That

25 is again the same way we do business witn any other
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1 licensee.

2 The license condition further provides that

3 changes to Schedule A should be accomplished only in

4 accordance with applicable NRC procedures, for example,

5 what we were just talking about, the exemption if a rule

6 is involved or an order date extension if an order is

7 involved or a license amendment if a license condition is

8 involved.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLaDINO: How is'an exemption

10 granted? Can you grant an exemption to Schedule A items in

11 any way except a license amendment?

12 MR. CHRISTENBURY: Yes, sir. An exemption is

13 not a license amendment. The Director of NRR is authorized

it to grant exemptions as of course is the Commission,
,

k
15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well maybe I ought to ask

16 the question what exemption are you talking about? I

17 tnought we were tal<ing about an exemption for moving a

18 Senedule A date?

19 MR. CHRISTENBURY: I tnink what they are

20 reterring to here is if a specific date is required by

21 Commission regulation such as environmental qualification

i 22 of equipment by a cate certain. That would be underpinning
!

1

; 33 tne requirement for the date and that would also be the

f cate in Senedule A. If, for example, the staff were to21

! 25 give them an exemption from the requirements, that would
I
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1 be_the exemption to the regulation which gave birth to the
-

2 Schedule A requirement.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I am thinking in terms

4 again of nearing rights.

1 5 MR. CHRISTENBURY: An exemption is not treated

6 as amendment and does not have the Sholly rights

7 associated with it.

8 MR. TRUBATCH: By putting the date into the

9 license as a condition, that is where the hearing rights

10 arise.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I see.

12 MR. TRUBATCh: Had the date just remained in a

13 rule, then the staff is delegated the authority to grant

14 an exemption from the date as set in the rule. But putting

15 it into the license you have raised tnat date to a new

16 level which now also triggers tne possibility of a hearing

17 right if you want to move that date as a license

18 condition.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: 'Okay.

20 MR. EISENHUT: Yes, you both from a scheduling

21 standpoint and from a substance standpoint because
|

[
typically we grant exemptions to not only schedules tom

23 meeting rules, but also we can actually grant exemptions

2g to meeting the requirement completely for ever and ever in

{ 25 most cases. There are a few isolated cases by the way the
!
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1 regulation is written that we can't. But typically we go
.

2 through that process.

3 In this case, this incorporates on one hand a

4 schedule, but on the other hand it incorporates generally

5 a later senedule for the integrating of the items.
~

6 MR. TRUBATCH: But you have an extra step now

because you have made it a license condition.-

8 MR. EIS'ENHUT: That is correct.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay, Ken, do you want to

10 try again?

11 (Laughter.)

12 MR. ECCLESTON: Where the schedule tor

13 completion of an it'em.is imposed by rule or license

14 condition, obviously failure of the licensee to complete

15 modification in accordance with that schedule, that does

16 constitute a violation, as for anyo,ne else.
17 Because it is a new program and I guess

18 neither the staff nor the utility knew what to expect

ig farther down the road with this program, the amendment is
i

20 effective for a two-year period subject to renewal upon,

i

21 application by tne licensee.
f-
'

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I don't follow what that

3 means. You mean if I want to change a Schedule A date and

2 I want to apply for it and make a licensing amenament,

3 that-it is only good for two years?
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1 MR. ECCLESTON: No, no. The license condition

- that is contained in Iowa Electric's license.now will only2

3 be there for two years unless the licensee applies to have

4 it renewed.

5 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: In other words, they can

6 walk away and said this was a bac idea and it didn't work.

7 MR. ECCLESTON: Yes, sir. They can walk away

8 from the whole thing in two years.

9 MR. PURPLE: The word " amendment" in that

10 bullet means the amendment that incorporated this plan

11 into the license. It is that amendment that is only for

12 two years.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What if at the end of two

14 years you do think it is a bad idea. All these commitments

(
15 that were made on Schedule A have to be re-examined, don't

16 they?

17 MR. ECCLESTON: Not for Schedule A, no, sir.

18 Tney have to live with Schedule A no matter what.

| 19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well then how can you walk
!

| 20 away from it?

21 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: decause tnose
1

22 requirements are imposed in other ways, or they are

23 already imposed.

25 Mx. PURPLE: If they choose, they walk away

25 from the plan itself where they have committed to giving
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1 us a 30-day notice. '

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Schedule A is only those

3 things that are mandated by rule or order?

4 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Rule or order.
.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can you think of some

6 other items tnat were included in Schedule A such as the

7 NRC negotiated with them,? My question evaporates if it is

8 all rule and no order.

9 MR. EISENHOT: Remember, the Commission's
,

10 guidance is when we work out a plant specific negotiated

11 schedule, we then make that enforceable by order. So if

12 will you just go to the next slide it lists all the

13 Schedule A items.

14 (Slide.)

(
15 You will notice that those items all in fact

16 either arose from a rule or an order. If you look at the

17 last item on here, it is the whole package is 737. The

18 action plans and the TMI items that were implemented, they

19 were all done by order, and in this case I believe a

20 confirming order, to lay out a schedule. So

21 notwithstanding'the fact that they have this amendment,
.

22 tney also have an order on tnose items.

23 So the real test is really what you put in

21 Schedule A and wnat you put in Schedule B. We have taken

23 the posture that wnat goes in Schedule A or those items
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. I that arose to such a level of significance tnat we

2 discussed them here with the Commission and got guidance,

3 tney should go out with plant specific schedules followed

4 up by confirmatory orders, et cetera.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: My question was based on

6 the assumption that there were some other ways of getting

7 items into Schedule A, but if there are none ---

8 MR. EIstNHUT: There really are none, but tnat

9 is the framework in which we work.

10 MR. PURPLE: If there had existed, and it is

11 not directly what you were thinking of, but Just for

12 _
completeness, if there had existed in the Duane Arnolo

13 license a license condition that unique to Duane Arnold

14 that said thou shalt do something by January '64 that
.

15 didn't flow from an order or rule, and a lot of our new

16 licenses do have a string of license conditions on them

17 that have date specific things, tnat, too, would have been

18 type A things with rules, orders and existing license

19 conditions.

20 MR. ECCLSSTON: For the remainder of this slide

21 I would just like to point out the tnree columns

22 icentifying the items that are imposed by rule or order.

23 The second column identifies whether it is a rule or order

25 that requires it.

25 I would like to point out tnat all items have
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1 been completed with the exception of tnree, one being the

2 hydrogen recombiner capability item which they have

3 exemption request that is presently under review. The two

4 items that are not yet completed are equipment

5 qualification and Appendix R ultimate shutdown. They are

6 scheduled to be completed before their next cycle of

7 operation begins.

8 COMPISSIONER ROBERTS: Not to get into too much

9 detail, but can you give me some sense of what were the

10 major modifications to the containment?

11 MR. EISENHUT: This is the Mark I containment

12 anc let me go.back a few years. This arose in the mid-70s

13 where it was hydrodynamic loadings in the torus of the

14 containment. In fact, tney were predicting that the actual

15 containment structure may fail by the jumping. Vermont

16 Yankee was the leac case and it was calculated that the

17 actual torus of the containment woula actually jump and
,

18 severe the connection from tne dry well to the wet well

gg and fail the Containment.k

20 Following that there has been an extremely

21 elaborate modeling testing program and analytical

22 techniques which went in and resulted in physical

g3 modifications to the plant, quite extensive modifications.

gg If you inquira of Iowa Electric, I am sure they can

25 characterize for you that this is a multi-million dollar
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1 joo generally and the many, many months it took to

2 finalize this process.

3 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Without delaying tnis,

4 could I get some specific information about what was

5 physically done?

6 MR. EISENHUT: On this particular plant?-

7 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: On what you mean by the

8 major modifications to the containment.

9 MR. EISENHUT: Certainly. I am sure that Iowa

10 Electric can characterize those real simply. It varied

11 from plant to plant.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You didn't want it

13 necessasrily at this time?

14 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Not at this time.

'

15 MR. EIS8NHUT: We certainly can do that.

16 MR. ECCLESTON: May I have the next slide,

17 please.

18 (Slide.)

19 This slide simply presents examples of

20 selected Senedule B completion dates. It does not include

21 all of the Schedule B completion dates, however.

5 There are three or four broad categories of

n items. The first category is NUREG G737 Supplement 1,

'

2; which are the SECY-62-lllB items. The cates which are

25 snown here were proposed dates. These dates were proposed
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1 really before the April 15th response to our generic

2 letter on this subject was received.

3 MR. PURPLE: I might point out on this chart,

4 you will notice tne footnote on NUREG 0737 items, anc the

5 asterisk says that after approval and issuance of orders,

6 these items will be placed in Schedule A.

7 Late last week we had a meeting with some Iowa

8 Electric personnel'and they have subsequently submitted a

9 letter to Mr. Denton taking a position that moving their

10 commitments of those items from Schedule B to Schedule A

11 would be unnecessary, that is, tnat they don't believe

12 that the issuance then of a confirmatory order for those

13 items which would in effect move them to Schedule A is a

14 necessary act.

15 We have not yet really sat down and discussed

16 it with them. We nave just received their letter I guess

17 yesterday or even today perhaps. That proposition then, we

18 will be discussing that in more detail with them in tne

19 next few days.

20 Their letter to us say's they intend to

21 implement their integrated plan in good faith in

22 accordance with its terms. They are required to give us 30

3 days notice before adopting any change in Schedule B items

25 and to explain tne reasons, and if they don't give us that

25 notice, they understand that an enforcement action could
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1 be initiated. For those reasons they argue that a

2 confirmatory order with respect to the items that are now

3 in their plan as Schedule B items, tne Supplement 1 0737

4 items, that a confirmatory order is unncessary.

5 As I say, we have not yet responded to that

6 nor taken a staff position. Our initial position certainly

7 as we went into this plan was that they would in fact, as

8 would all other licensees, ce issued confirmatory orders

9 for tnese items and that having done that they would move

10 to Senedule A.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The confirmatory items

12 woulo be limited to those specifically listed here?

13 MR. FURPLE: Yes, sir, those that are in

14 Supplement 1. That is the inventory of.them.

15 MR. EISENBUT: It is clear that there are going_ _ .

16 to be mixed emotions on this. On the one hand if you

17 bougnt that proposal, tnen there really is no

18 differentiation between Schedule A and Schedule B and you

gg really only need one list.

20 On the other hand, 62-111 was a pretty

21 significant issue that we decated in the agency for sotee

22 two or tnree years. Iney were some at the principal

z3 features tnat we came up with following Three Mile Island.

21 So on tne one hand maybe they are significant enough to

3 make specific schedules and treat tais utility like every
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1 otner utility, but on the other hand it may be that that

2 is a benefit of an integrated schedule. It is something

3 that we are beginning to struggle with since we just got

4 the-request.

5 MR. ECCLESTON: In the process of negotiating

6 dates on NUREG 0737 Supplement 1, we have established

7 intermediate cates. hell, take the issue of Reg Guide 197

8 Rev. 2. Rather than a Spring 1989 completion date, we have

9 gotten a commitment for a March 1985 date by which they

10 will submit their completion date for that item and th'e

11 same thing for the emergency response facilities, the-OSC,

12 the TSC and the EOF. The structures are complete for those

13 items, but the facilities are not fully functional.

,
14 MR. EISBNHUT: The significance of that is if

k
15 you look at Reglatory Guide 197 as naving the equipment to '

16 follow the course of an accident, it was a specific

17 problem at Three Mile Island, and having that qualified

18 equipment in place, you could argue by the Spring of 1989

19 is a long time. It is ten years after Three Mile Island

20 occurred..

21 These senedules here, I snould point out, are

22 really not tne negotiated schedule that was viewed when we

y; nad NUREG 0737 Supplement 1 because these existec and

gg there were commit.nents from the utility prior to that

35 negotiation process.
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1 It is conceivable that during the negotiation

2 we feel that Spring 1989 is too far in the future and we

3 in theory could order the utility to an earlier date. So

4 in that case clearly it would automatically become a
5 Schedule A item,

These are proposed dates from the utility at6 -

7 this time. They were proposed as part of the amendment

8 a year ago tnat we' eventually put into effect in May of

9 this year. They nave not undergone the process that the

10 Commission laid out in approve 82-111, tnat is go back and
11 look at them all. We are now looking at all of these

12 schedules together with all the utilities and coming up

13 witn what we think is reasonable in each utility.

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, you said you

15 approved their schedule. Now does that mean you didn't

16 approve this part, or does it mean you approved all it

17 all? I took for granted that you approved all of it.

18 MR. EISENa0T: No, the 0737 items. These were

19 schedules proposed by the utility in his integrated

20 package anc they are put in. Recall that this preceded

21 somewhat tne issuance of the 82-111 requirement which said

22 go out and negotiate senedules. So there are still some

23 centativeness to tnese schedules.

2t CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I was just going back to
|

25 one at your earlier slices where you say Amendment 91
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1 issued May 3rd approving plan, but I gather the plan

2 leaves some room for negotiation on these particular ones.

3 MR. EISENHUT: Yes, and that is the footnote

4 that enese are proposed dates on this one item. I will say

5 that all the dates except for the Spring of 1989 look very

6 reasonable to me. If in fact after all of this discussion

7 things can get completed in 1984-1985, I would be

8 delignted. So the asterisk really could focus more on the

9 last items in my mind.

'

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Now what did you say, by

11 March of 1985 they would give you a completion date?

12 MR. EISENHUT: Yes.

13 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Under 2 what do you mean

14 install new crane. Is this tne polar crane?

15 MR. ECCLESTON: Yes. Maxing the existing crane-

16 single failure proof. Now if that involves the

17 installation of a new crane, yes. I don't know if they

is have completed all of their studies yet on it, but they

i9 are anticipating that.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: 'But whatever they are

21 going to do on the crane, they are going to do it by June

22 1986?

g3 MR. ECCLESTON: Yes.

3; COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Again, not at this
,

25 meeting, but I would liKe to know more acout the nature of
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1 this work.
.

2 MR. EISENHUT: Oh, I agree, I would, too, on

3 this one.
.

4 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: My God, that is a

5 Draconian measure.

MR. EISENHUT: This is one of the unresolved6 -

7 safety issues, you will recall, and the control of heavy

8 loads is an issue that is still being negotiated quite a

9 bit and this may in fact be modified significantly.

10 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Can you get me some more
,

11 information on that?

12 MR. EISENHUT: I can certainly get you what is

13 proposed by this line o'n this. slide.

14 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: All right.

\
15 MR. EISENHUT: Are you through with that slide?'

16 MR. ECCLESTON: I am through with that slide.

17 I would like to turn it back to Bob.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Incidentally, . wnen you get

19 that information, I would be interested also in receiving

20 it.

21 COMMISSIONER RO'B ERTS : Those three words
i

22 represent a lot of money.
|
'

23 MR. EISENSUT: I agree.
I

21 MR. PURPLE: slice No. 6.

25 (Slide.)
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1 Ne have tried to summarize on this chart the
2 benefits, and I think these are benefits both from the

3 agency and the utility that we see in this type of

4 approach for tne Duane Arnold facility.

5 It enables both parties to look at the

6 totality of the work effort and to establish realistic

7 schedules. Very importantly we believe that going through

8 tne discipline that Duane Arnold certainly went througn in

9 developing tneir own planning tool and'that led to this

10 schedule gave them an improved capability to manage their

11 onsite manpower technical resources and financial

12 resources.

13 We believe it would lead to.a more systematic

y and timely implementation of necessary safety

k 15 modifications.

16 It builds in a required enhanced communication

17 between tne staff and the licensee regarding the work

is efforts status with tne semi-annual reports, and the

19 requirement on tneir part that once they decide an item

20 may be delayed from wnat they had previously told us, they

21 are obliged to let us know.

22 If they know for sure it is going to be

23 slipped, then they must let us know at least 30 days anead

21 of time. We never really had that on other items in the

s past and we think that is a gain at least for tne staff to
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I have a better understanding.

2 We thinx the approach that was adoptea in this

3 license amendment for the Duane Arnolo integrated plan is

4 very consistent with.the approacn that is oeing followed

5 now for the relatively small subset of-items that was in

6 the emergency reponse capability paper, the SECf-82-lll.

7 We think that it does retain for the staff tne

8 ability to taxe app'ropriate enforcement actions that are

9 needed if tne licensee does not act in good faith.

10 Although not said on the viewgraph, I think it

11 provides a opportunity at least for its two-year lifetime

12 for tne licensee to take appropriate action if the staff

13 isn't acting in good faith because he can pull back out of

14 the plan and that has been built in.

'

15 (Slide.)

16 dn the next viewgraph just very briefly, since

17 we issued Amendment 91 to Duane Arnold, we then issued a

18 generic letter to-all licensees simply transmitting a copy

19 of what had been accomplished for the Duane Arnold

20 facility to all licensee and CP holders for their

21 information and possible use. Ther'e was no request for

22 response.on that letter.

23 he did identify that certainly the approach

2g that we adopted with Io*a Electric is one that is

25 acceptable to the NdC, but that other approaches may be
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1 acceptable and we would certainly consider them. '

2 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Well, formally or

3 informally what sort of feedback do you get from other
,

4 licensees? I am sorry, am I preempting you?

5 MR. PURPLE: It is a good ledd'in. I don't-knov

6 that I can relate feedback directly-to tne generic letter

7 .that was issued. We have been discussing this whole
!

8 subject witn a lot of licensees for the last year and a

9 half or two years.

10 we presently have in hand four formal

11 submittals proposing an integrated scheduling technique

12 from four licensees involving five different plants. . That

13 is in addition to the Duane Arnold one. They all have come

14 in somewnere between the April and June time frame of this
~

15 year.

16 Tne one that is nearest-to completion of

17 negotiation and nearest to being issued is the Pilgram
>

18 Station with Boston Edison. My understanding is that that

gg plan that.tney have proposed, the elements of the plan

20 which go into this license amendment in Duane Arnold are

21 virtually ioentical. In other words, they have opted to

22 taxe the same approacn.,

yg COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Has'INPO made any

23 observations on this?
t

25 MR. PURPLE: I am not aware of any from INPO,
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1 no.

2 MR. EISENHUT: I am not aware of any from INFO

3 eitner. I do know we had a discussion with AIF, and at

4 tnat discussion I cnink there was an INPO member.

5 I tnink it is generally looked upon with

6 favor, except tnere are some hesitations by some utilities

7 wno feel that there are so many things on their list and
i

8 they would really not like to put those forth at this

9 time. So it is something that if you encouraged it as

10 strong as you could, you would still get 90 percent at

11 best of tne industry. The other ten percent it would take

12 a rule to get.

*

13 It is also something that I think taxes a long

14 time to develop. We have had. preliminary discussions with

15 one of tne plants right after Duane Arnold, Browns Ferry,

16 over a year ago. It is complicated there.because it is

17 three units and everything stretches out and staggers out.

18 So it is a big undertaking. I think people are

19 looxing on it as something with merit. It all depends on

20 how it is going to be handled. The real question they

, 21 ultimately come bac.< to is can the NRC discipline itself

22 enough that when the issue comes along, be it something as

23 visible as pipe cracks or be it as visible as another

21 major issue, does it mean that this wnole system goes

25 tilt, ano does it mean it gets upset so baa that you have

.
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1 to go back and really start all over?

2 The only answer that we can give them, and the

3 staff has been repeatedly saying that if an issue of big

4 enough significance comes along, we will have to deal with

5 it and handle it like we do and you will have to hit the

6 botton and recompute tnrough the process what the

7 schedules look lixe. So I think it is something that

8 generally we have heard a lot of encouraging comments on

9 from tne industry.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is this something you

11 woula want to encourage all the plants to do this?

12 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I don't think you know

la enodgn now to answer that, do you?

14 MR. EISENHUT: Well, we do know one more thing.

(
15 The EDO has asked us to develop a plan which is due to him

16 cy the end of August I believe, or something in that time

17 frame, tor looking across the industry, should we require

18 it, wnat snould we require anc how snould we do it.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, could you handle the

20 negotiations involving many plants?

21 MR. EISENduT: We could probably handle them

22 about as fast as the industry could turn around and come

23 in with them, but it ia a mucn bigger joo for the industry

23 to develop tne framework to put all these things together

25 ano to figure out the cost factors, the manpcwer loadings
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1 and the equipment availability.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It takes them time to do

3 that and they cight take the time to do it, but if you

s have got all 70 or 76 or 75 ---

5 MR. EISENHUT: If you started them instantly,

6 yes, we would definitely have a problem about a year from

7 now.
I

8 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Did Duane Arnold do all

9 internally or did they go outsiae the crganization?

10 MR. ECCL 6STON: They had a consultant involved

11 in it.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I propose we leave a

13 little time to ask tne licensee's representatives to speak _
,

14 to us.

~

15 MR. EISENHUT: Well, I think tnat basically

16 concluced our presentation.

17 The key point is, though, just the' point we

18 are talking about now. If we decided to turn on and really

19 encourage tne industry to do it,.it is a major

20 uncertasing. There are some utilities wno really don't

21 propose to want to do it anc it is a major undertaxing for

| 22 the inaustry and for tne staff.wnen we go through them.

z1 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Darrell, aren't tne

23 real potential benefits though in that next step that you

25 descrioed earlier, given the potential that if something
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1 new comes up, for example, as all of the new solutions to

2 the unresolved safety issues come rolling in one at a

3 time, then all of tne sudden you have to go back and

4 reassess all of these schedules.

5 It seems to me the real benefit is when you

6 marry this kind of a concept witn the integrated safety

7 assessment program so tnat then you have pretty much

8 addressed all of th'e issues that are presently out there

9 and set a schedule for now you are to do it.

10 MR. EISENHUT: Well, I personally think so, and

11 I think the program we are trying to lay out has a lot of

12 merit. If we package it right and put the right

13 restrictions on it either way, I think the industry will

14 support it. But it remains to be seen whether I can sell

15 it to the industry or the staff and everyone else.

16 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Altnough I would

17 assume that that would have the added advantage then of

is minimizing the potential for disrupting their schedule as

19 you went along. The more issues you crought in, tne less

20 potential there would be for major changes as you went

21 along, absent something that nobody anticipates now.

22 MR. EIS8NHut: I also believe the reason for

z1 that is that I thins the agency as a wnole has a better

2g nandle on oath generic requirements and plant specific

; requirements going out anc being issued tnan we certainlyn
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1 have haa in many, many years and I think they go through a
|

2 disciplined process, all tne generic issues that come here |

3 to tnis table and all plant specific issues. We think the

4 Commission's June 22nd memo has laid out a framework that

5 we tnink is going to work also.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think it is a6 -

7 commendable approach.
!

8 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I do, too.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And I think those words

10 snould be acdressed to the representatives of Iowa

11 Electric.

12 Now to what extent did this schedule drive our

13 own licensing review schedule, or does it help drive what

14 we have to do? I guess in a sense it does if we have to do

k' 15 anytning.

16 MR. EISENh0T: It helps to program it better

17 and it nelps you to better manage the agency's resources.

18 We have two or three tnousand licensing actions on tne

19 operating reactors pending today. People used to refer to

| 20 tnem as the backlog, so to speak. It is true that we used

'

[
21 to have a number of them boxed up sitting at the side of

22 the room waiting on contractors and the staff to process |

| x1 them.

21 That is largely not the case nowauays. Largely
|
'

25 we are limited by what is coming in from the utilities and

l
: '
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1 their availability to analyze, evaluate, design, engineer, -

,

~

2 or .tatever the words are, and come back witn that package
. -

3 to the staff. 7 '~

..

4 So if you had a predictable,approacn on when --

'

5 each of the utilities was going to be's ting NRC review

andlayingoutaframework,youcouldmuhhbetter6 >

7 orchestrate the staff over the next few' years, in what
~

areas do you need additional',otaf f and-in what areas are,8 <

s, -
^ ,

9 you hign. It sounds kind of idealistic, but in theory-you
'

q;
'

s . _ _ . _
- -

10 should have a lot better nandle on resources. --

<-
,

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. j

12 Any more questions?
,

'

13 COMMISSIONER ASSSLSTINE: I have a Couple more -

-.

~~

g quick questions.
; s

' '

15 Was the-approach of putting the schedules in ,

16 and putting tnis wnole program in as the license *

17 amendment, was tnat something that the utility wanted or

18 that the staff wanted er tnat both of you wanted of taking
c

. .
-

,

i that approach and actually putting tnis.wnole tning in asgg

|
'

20 a license amendment? I gather it wouldn't have to be done '

" '

21 tnat way. . ; -

,

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: As a license condition?

23 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: As a license
i

'
'

| gg amendment.

23 MR. PURPLE: I guess I really'Can't reconstruct -

| ,

l
_ - _
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j 1 wnere the prime drivers came from. Ken may maybe fill it

- ./ - 2 in. My recollection is that it ended up being a license
, ,

1

3 amendment more at the urging of the staff in seeking a way

0 0~' 4 <for it to be an enforceable something as-opposed to just a
.

-,

' } ,,

'

5 letter of commitment. Then once having decided tnat, then

< 6 'we'had to shape wnat does it look lise now that it is in
--

. .J^
^

'T tnere as a license amendment. But I think it waa more from
1 s -,-

'

2N. '8 our desires to acnieve tne goal of enforceability tnan the

9 licensees' desires.
,-

''

LO MR. EISBNHUT: I think that is correct. It was

11 just too big of a hurdle to go from where we were having

~ '

12 Aules and orders and specific requirements to nothing. We

13 wanted to get an end of tne line. As it was, it took us a

14 year to w rx out a framework for this amendment. It was

[ 15 domething that the staff and the applicant or licensee
'

'

/- 16 could mutally agree upon. So we did a lot of negotiation
e-- ~

.

in 'thE' middle,
. ' 17'

'-

'! a COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Secondly, you!s
,

'

t'9 mentioneo that you have four other formal submittals. You
'

00 mentionec Pilgrim is essentially identical to Duane

21 Arnold.- JAre there differences in some of tne other
i

~ c
| 22 approaches for tne other three and, if so, could you mayce
%
! z3 just highlignt briefly what some of those are?

28 MR. ECCLESTON: I think some of the other
i

Is licensees, Bob, are more the ISAP submittals.

i

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: All right, broader
,4

'

,[ 2 scope tnen.

t 3 MR. ECCL 8STON: Yes.

t
4 MR. PURPLE: I am looking at a summary * sheet,

,

'
C

_ 5 here'in front of me. For the four that I mentioned, two of
.

6 them are' listed as similar to Duane'

-

7 Arnold. One of tnem indicates the licensee's proposed I

8 implementation vehicle to be a letter of c,cmmitment rather

9 than a license amendment, and we are still discussing 1

( 10 that. I guess on the fourth one tnat~ jus't /came in'about a

11 month ago we don't really have an expression of the

12 licensee's proposed implementation plan. He simply has

cometoussayingIwouloliketo'talktoyouabofutany, ~' 13_(
1. t,

. C. .._
14 integrated scheculing approacn. So ve can't really,know inJ

' b
15 that case.

,

t

'

16 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Do you foresee the
Rt t.

17 s$me Kind of probably>a' snort-term experimental phase in
'

\'# those with a possible extensi~on?18

' es .gg MR. PURPLE: Probably, y
, ,

,

20 MR. ZISENHUT: I don't know. I see a few going
,

over the hurdle, but it is really more, as Ken said, the21

22 integrated assessment. I tnink the utilities that really

a would like to come in, they know that for taeir p' articular*

s

2y pla'ns.some of our requirements really don't technically
9

, is make gooo sense and eney woula lixe to integrate all enis

t

.
-

*

,
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1 together and we are encouraging that, because in some of

2 them our regulations or requirements do not tailor it to

3 the particular plant. It is one requirement. So we are

4 trying to encourage tnem to come back in with a package on
.5 their particular plant.

6 - COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Then that allows them

7 also with the broader the sweep to begin to trade off
,

8 requirements, if th'ey co certain things then they don't

9 have to do others, wnich I woula imagine would present the

10 big potential gain for enem.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Tom, do you have any . Tore?

12 COf1MISSIONER ROBERTS: No.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Darrell, could you

, 14 identify wno we have here f rom Icwa Electric who would be

15 willing to speak or gives us any comments tney would 11xe

16 to make.

17 MR. EISENHUr: Sam Tuthill is here.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why don't we have him pull

19 up a chair and join us at the table.

20 (At tnis point Mr. Tuthill joined the

21 Commissioners and staff at the taole.)

22 MR. TurhILL: My name is Sam Tuthill and I am a

a Senior Vice Presicent of Production with the company.

21 First of all, I want to really thank the

25 Commission for the opportunity to be involved in this

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 license process experiment. I think it is fairly

2 characterizable as a beginning and it will be as

3 successful commensurate with the amount of good faitn that

4 is-cemonstrated on botn sides. Iowa Electric is prepared

5 to give its snare, and I thinx it is a reasonable, open

6 way to proceed.

7 We were motivated to this approach by one

8 purpose that hasn't'really been expressed here, although I

9 know Ken is* aware ot it. The mangement of reconstruction

to in an operating reactor is a major safety consideration.

11 when you take a utility tnat has a staff of 300 or 350 and

i
12 you impose upon it during an catage a construction work

i
13 force and the mangement supervision of that work force in

n something like a 12-month cr 18-month cycle, you open
'

15 yourself up to having a machine that you really don't know

16 exactly what the condition of it is after the

i construction.

18 We sought quite a few years ago to levelize
,

work that flowed from the TMI Lessons Learned and tne19

20 orders tnat flowed then so that we would do a minimum

21 amount of work during the outage and levelize so.that we

22 had a more consistent control of our work,

a There are many benefits to the utility if we

et are enabled to have a more stabilized regulatory

3 requirement. There are financial, there are managerial and

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 tnere is even a little peace of mind in knowing what is on

2 a five-year plan as opposed to a five-month or a five-week

3 plan.
-

4 I think there are major advantages to the NRC.

5 They see the totality more of the impact on a single unit,

6 and I think you can manage your staff better, just as we

7 can manage our construction people better.

8 I want to say for tne team that put it-

9 together that we are grateful for tne encouragement we

10 have had from this Commission and tne staff of the

11 Commission. I don't tnink anybody was an originator of the

12 concept. We all came by convergence from nifferent i

13 motiv&tions to what I think is a rational plan, anc I

g4 sincerely nope it orks,n t

15 Because of tue fact that he gave it his strong

16 support, I am particularly pleased, too, that you have

17 called it tne Duane Arnold plant. Mr. Arncld died suddenly ,

18 last April, but not before ne had heard the initial

19 acceptance of this c'oncept and it meant a great deal to
,

i

20 nim.

21 I would be perfectly happy to try to answer

22 any questions that you nave, out I tnink tne staff has

23 made, if not an exhaustive, a very extended cemonstration

21 of tne program. I tnink as we work out the details, it

25 will ce a useful mecnanism for both the licensee and the
r
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1 regulator.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have any questions,

3 Tom or Jim?

4 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Just an ooservation. As

5 many brickbats as are thrown at this agency, enat is very

6 nice to hear.

7 (Laugnter.)

8 MR. TOTHILL: Thank you.
.

9 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I guess I would just

to ada that I think that the efforts both on tne part of tne

it utility and on the part of the staff in putting this
I

12 i together and coming up with scmething that certainly looks
I,

'

I
11 li.cs a goed step forward I think are commendaole. I think

14 that both sides deserve a good deal of commendhtion far

15 wnat they have done on this.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I would join you in that.

17 I particularly commend the utility for its initiative, cut

18 I do recognize the excellent work tnat went in by the

'

! staff.gg
|

20 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTIN8: I would certainly

21 second tnat.

l 22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So while we are giving out
|

| 33 bouquets we can pick up enougn roses so that everybody can
i

i 2g share them.
I

I 25 (Laugnter.)
|
|
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1 MR. TUTHILL: Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We thank you for joining

3 us.

4 Is tnere anything more that any of the

5 Commissioners would like to hear?

6 (No response.)-

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is there any more that you

8 would like to preseht to us?

9 MR. EISENHUT: do, sir.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, tnank you very much

11 tor a very good presentation. I tnink it is a plan that

has a lot of pro.nise and I join Mr. ''Iutnill in zincerely
12 3

ja noping that it worss and it works well. I believe both

1; partieu are worsing in gcod faith and tnat is a good sign -

15 in itself.r

16 Well, unless tnere is something more to come
i

1; before us, we will stana acjourned.

18 (whereupon, at 4:25 p.m., the meeting

19 adjourned.)
|

20 ---

21

| .22

23
.

21

25

'
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1983 POLICY AND PUMlING Gil! TWIT

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULES FOR NEW AND EXISTING REQtlIRFFEf.TS SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED

I FOR EACH LICENSEE WilCil REFLECT THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SAFETY REQUIREMENT TO TIE

PUBLIC llEALT11 AND SAFETY AND THE LICENSEE'S ABILITY TO COMPLETE THE NECESSARY

ENGINEERING, EVALUATION AND DESIGN. fhCE COMPLIANCE DATES HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED,
;

Tile C0f411SSION WILL VIGOROUSLY ENFORCE LICENSE CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCil
. i

SCIEDULES.
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1. BACKGROUND

j e IOWA ELECTRIC LETTER OF MAY 28; 1982 REQUESTED APPROVAL OF ITS

INTEGRATED PROGRAM FOR SC!!EDULING PLANT MODIFICATIONS

e PROGRAM INTEGRATES ENGINEEP.ING, PROCUREMENT, INSTALLATION AND>

j OPERATOR RETRAINING FOR B0iH NRC AND UTILITY INITIATED MODIFICATIONS

e BY APPLICATION DATED NOVEf;BER 12, 1982 LICENSEE REQUESTED THAT ITS

INTEGRATED SCHEDULING PLAN BE IMPLEMENTED BY LICENSE CONDITION

e AMENDMENT 91 ISSUED MAY 3, 1983, APPROVING PLANr

-

1

i

!

.
-

4

.

I
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'

'

.

4

| 2. INTEGRATED SCllEDULING PLAN DESCRIPTION

e SCllEDULES BASED ON A COMPUTERIZED SCllEDULING TECllNIQUE UTILIZING CRITICAL

| PATil METil0DOLOGY

e SCllEDULES ESTABLISilED FOR NRC !TEMS Wilir!! UQULD RESULT IN PLANT MODIFICATIONS:

IIARDWARE
'

-

) PROCEDURAL-

| STAFFING-

e TWO StilEDULES (A AND B) 0F WORK ITEMS ARE IDENTIFIED IN Tile PLAN

e SCllEDULE A- WORK. ITEMS IMPOSED BY Rul.E OR GRDER
'

; e SCllEDULE B - PLANT SPECIFIC AND GENERIC REGifLATORY ISSUES, ITEMS PERCEIVED BY

Tile LICENSEE AS PROSPECTIVE NRC REQUIREMENTS, AND IELP - INITIATED. SYSTEM

UPGRADES FOR AVAILABILITY IMPROVEMENT

:
.

!

.

- e a
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3. PLAN PROVISIONS
;

i
! e SCilEDULE B CllANGES DO NOT REQUIRE PRIOR NRC APPROVAL BUT D0 REQUIRE

| 30 - DAY WRITTEN NOTIFICATION TO TliE NRC TO ALLOW OPPORTUNITY FOR

FURTilER EXPLANATION OR DISCUSSION

e SEMI-ANNUAL STATUS AND PROGRESS REPORTS TO BE PROVIDED

e CilANGES TO THE PLAN ITSELF REQUIRE LICENSE AMENDMENT

e CllANGES TO SCllEDULE A COMPl.ETION DATES STILL REQUIRE AN EXEMPTION OR;

ORDER EXTENSION -
,

i

9

I

!
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4. LICENSE PROVISIONS

e REQUIRES LICENSEE TO FOLLOW ITS " PLAN" FOR SCHEDULING PLANT MODIFICATIONS

e FAILURE TO UPDATE SCllEDULES IN ACCORDANCE WITH TERMS OF THE PLAN CONSTITUTES

A VIOLATION

e CilANGES TO SCllEDULE B DO NOT REQUIRE A LICENSE AMENDMENT

e CllANGES TO SCHEDULE A ARE ACCOMPLISHED ONLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE

NRC PROCEDURES (E.G. EXEMPTION OR ORDER EX1ENSION)

i FAILURE TO COMPLETE MODIFICATIONS ON SCllEDULE CONSTITUTES A VIOLATION ONLY
'

IF SCllEDULE IMPOSED BY RULE, ORDER OR LICENSE CONDITION
'

,

e AMENDMENT EFFECTIVE FOR TWO YEAR PERIOD, SUBJECT TO RENEWAL UPON APPLICATION

BY LICENSEE

,

! ,

!

.

|
'

. .
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5. SCllEDULE A COMPLETION DATES,

| (ALL SCHED!!LE A ITEMS)

IIED REQUIRED BY COMPLETION DATE / CYCLE

MARK I CONTAINMENT ORDER

- MAJOR MODIFICATIONS COMPLETE
,

|
- MINOR MODIFICATIONS JUNE 1983

i - PLANT UNIQUE ANALYSIS JUNE 1983
,

- SPTMS JUNE 1983
'

112 RECOMBINER CAPABILITY RULE EXEMPTION REQUEST UNDER REVIEW

E0llIPMENT QUALIFICATION RULE FALL 1984 (PRIOR TO CYCLE 8),

APPENDIX R ALT. SHUTDOWN RULE FALL 1984 (PRIOR TO CYCLE 8)
,

NUREG-0737 OT!!ER TilAN ORDER COMPLETE

SUPPLEMENT 1

.

b

O

4
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6. EXAMPLES' 0F StilEDULE B COMPLETION DATES

lIEM COMPLETION DATE / CYCLE

1. NUREG-0737 SUPPLEMENT 1*,

- CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW FALL 198'l (PRIOR TO CYCLE 8)
''

Sil0RT-TERM

|
- DETAILED CRDR SPRING 1985

'
- SPDS FALL 198'l (PRIOR TO CYCLE 8)

l - EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES FALL 198'l (PRIOR TO CYCLE 8)

- EMERGENCY RESPONSE STRUCTUP.ES COMPLETE
'

: (OSC, TSC, EOF)

I
- REG. GUIDE 1.97 REV. 2 SPRING 1989 (PRIOR TO CYCLE 10)

{ (UPGRADE ERF's & SPDS)

j 2. CONTROL OF llEAVY LOADS

- PROCEDURES JUNE 1983

- INSTALL NEW CRANE JUNE 1986
;

3. UPGRADE PLANT PROCESS COMPUTER SPRING 1987 -

't . SDV LONG TERM MODIFICATIONS COMPLETE

|

.

PROPOSED DATES - AFTER APPROVAL AND ISSUANCE OF ORDERS, THESE ITEMS WILL BE*

PLACED IN SCllEDULE A..

. - . .
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7. BENEFITS

i

; e EllABLES NRC AND UTILITY TO LOOK AT TOTALITY OF WORK EFFORT TO ESTABLISil

REALISTIC SCllEDULESi

e IMPROVED UTILITY MANAGEMENT OF ONSITE MANPOWER, TECilNICAL RESOURCES AND

| FINANCIAL RESOURCES

e MORE SYSTEMATIC AND TIMELY IMPLEMENTATI0i! 0F NECESSARY SAFETY MODIFICATIONS-j

i e ElillANCED COMMUNICATION REGARDING ',10RK EFFORT STATUS BETWEEN LICENSEE AND

NRC STAFF

| CONSISTENT WITH APPROACll SET FORTl! IN $ECY-82-111e

e NRC RETAINS ABILITY TO TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION IF LICENSEE NOT ACTING IN.

j GOOD FAITil

!

;

!
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*

8. FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS

:

e GENERIC LETTER 83-20, ISSUED MAY 9, 1983 TRANSMITTED A COPY OF -
.

AMENDMENT 91 TO LICENSEES AND CP 110LDERS

- FOR INFORMATION AND POSSIBLE USE
,

- IDWA ELECTRIC APPROACil IDENTIFIED AS ONE WHICll IS ACCEPTABLE

| AT PRESENT TO NRC

- 0 tiler APPROACHES MAY BE ACCEPTABLE AND WILL DE CONSIDERED IF

| PROPOSED BY LICENSEES

.
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SCHEDULE A

i

83 84 85
I i |i i e i i i l i i i

| OUTAGES E hFUEL CYCLE 7+m* FUEL CYCLE 8+m
MARKI

a) Major * W

b) Minor ;

c) Plant Unique :
! Analysis ,

| d) SPTMS W
;

! H2 RECOMBINER (Note 1)
| EQUIPMENT
i QUALIFICATION * - - -- 0

:

!

!' Note 1. IELP letter, LDR-82-056 dated March 18,1982
i requests exemption from this date.

* Completion.date linked with end of refueling outage.q

;

)
;

1

:
1

. __.m _ -
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: SCHEDULE A (Continued)
;
4

! 83 84 85
I i i i 1 -- i i i i i i i i

_

:
OUTAGES 54==== FUEL CYCLE 7W4==== FUEL CYCLE 8+E-

i APPENDIX R ALTERNATE *
; SHUTDOWN
! .

| N U REG-0737
:

| a) II.B.3 PASS * ===e

! '

| b) ll.K.3.27 Common ===e
! Reference * Level

| c) II.D.3.4 Control ===e
j Room * Habitability
i d) II.F.1.1 and ll.F.1.2 ===e

Accident Monitoring:

!

!
!

* Completion date linked with and of refueling outage.

. ._
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SCHEDULE B'

1 83 84 85
l l l1 i i i i i i i i i

i

OUTAGES E: FUEL CYCLE 7= t meFUEL CYCLE 8+3

! CRDR ITEMS AND SHORT _
_

'

| TERM * ENHANCEMENTS
i SPTMS UPGRADE * g%
''
:,

| CLASS A MODEL : ;
,

CRD NOZZLE CRACKING * -

APPENDIX i (Noto 1) .

i

|, e. , ,,- A.

l'
MASONRY WALLS COMPLETE (Note 2)

| CONTAINMENT PURGE & % (Note 3)
VENT

|

| RPS MG - .e (Complete with exception of approval of

Technical Specification Change)
g

* Completion date linked with end of refueling outage.

.

o-. -- u w-- =
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|
| SCHEDULE B (Continued)
!
!'

83 i 84 85
I |I i i i i i i i . . i

OUTAGES E: FUEL CYCLE 7+34>---FUEL CYCLE 8 +3
DETAILED CRDR e-----e

MET SYSTEM TO %
SPDS*

APPENDIX 13 (Other
Than Alternate Shutdown) (Note 4)
SPDS* O

NU REG-0737
,

a) 1.C.I. EOP's* -- 0

SDV LONG TERM W
MODS * PROCE- -PROCUREMENT AND

,

DURES v INSTALLATIONHEAVY LOADS
OF REACTOR BUILDING CRANE' .(Note 5)

_
-

* Completion date linked with end of refue!!ng outage.

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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*
|, SCHEDULE B (Continued)
!

84 85 86 '87;
-

1 i i i i l l li i i i i i i i i

i
OUTAGES : 54 ;E: : E

'

CONSTRUCT ERF/PP COMPUTER
i FACILITY

-

'

| RELOCATE VAX COMPUTER e e

| UPGRADE PLANT PROCESS :
COMPUTER (PPC)

'

| RADWASTE MODIFICATIONS ;

| NEW FACILITIES (INPO) :

DESIGN INSTALL; SIMULATOR (POTENTIAL) _

!

RPS (ANALOG TRIP) (POTENTIAL) -----e *

,

.;

1 SPDS UPGRADE" : -

. .

| Note 1. Estimated schedule assumes March 1983 issuance of DAEC license amendment.
: (Application submitted August 29,1979 with later ravisions.) Final Implementation to be
[ 18 months following NRC approval of Technical Specification change.
!
; Note 2. Schedule based upon IELP submittal. Final schedule is dependent upon NRC

review and approval of submittal.
3

! Note 3. Schedule shows only those modifications resolved for DAEC. Final schedule
j dependent upon NRC/IELP resolution of outstanding issues.

Note 4. To be completed 9 months after NRC acts on exemption request.

| Note 5. All work completed except procurement and installation of Reactor Building *

| Crane. (Reactor Building Crane Design Completed)
!

;

* Completion date linked with end of refueling outage.
!

I
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